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The primary effect of anthrax toxin on polymorphonuclear neutrophils (PMN) is the inhibition of priming by bacterial products, as represented by lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and by muramyl dipeptide, a synthetic mitogen analogous to bacterial peptidoglycans. Priming increases superoxide release and enzyme exocytosis of PMN after stimulation with chemotactic peptide; inhibition of priming by prior treatment with toxin reduces these critical antimicrobial functions. These observations could explain the major contribution of the toxin to virulence of Bacillus anthracis. Priming inhibits chemotaxis of PMN; inhibition of priming by LPS present as a contaminant evidently is responsible for the apparent stimulation of chemotaxis by prior treatment of PMN with toxin. Priming is mediated by factors released from platelets and probably other cells by bacterial products.
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**Foreword**

Citations of commercial organizations and trade names in this report do not constitute an official Department of the Army endorsement or approval of the products or services of these organizations.

(For the protection of human subjects, the investigator(s) have adhered to policies of applicable Federal Law 45CFR4)
Summary of Research Carried Out under the Grant

First annual report

Investigations are presented on the effects of the toxin of *Bacillus anthracis* on phagocytic cells, and certain alterations in biochemical reactivity associated with these effects. Combinations of protective antigen (PA) plus edema factor (EF), and PA plus lethal factor (LF) markedly stimulated chemotaxis of human polymorphonuclear neutrophils (PMN), but had little effect on random migration (1). These effects were accompanied by a marked inhibition of the oxidative activity of these cells, as measured by a decrease in the formation of chloramines. PA + EF, but not PA + LF, produced a small but consistent increase in 3'5' - adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) in PMN; the levels of cAMP were markedly lower than those produced by PA + EF in certain tissue culture cells, and those produced by the adenylate cyclase of *Bordetella pertussis* in PMN.

Second annual report

The anthrax toxin was known to exert antiphagocytic and antibactericidal effects on PMNs, which are believed to contribute to the essential role of the toxin in virulence. Toward elucidation of these effects, we studied pretreatment of human PMN with purified preparations of the toxin components - PA, EF, and LF - and its effect on their release of superoxide anion (O$_2^-$) after stimulation with the chemotactic peptide N-formyl-methionyl-leucyl-
phenylalanine (FMLP). PMN isolated with minimal exposure to lipopolysaccharide (LPS) released only small amounts of O₂- after FMLP stimulation; O₂ release was increased 5.2-fold by treatment with 3 ng per ml of LPS for 1 hour at 37 C prior to FMLP stimulations, an effect referred to as priming. PMN were primed to an equivalent extent by treatment with N-acetylmuramyl-l-alanyl-d-isoglutamine (muramyl dipeptide-MDP) 100 ng per ml. Pretreatment of PMN with anthrax toxin components PA + EF or PA + LF inhibited priming by LPS or MDP as shown by inhibition of release of O₂- up to 90% relative to controls not treated with toxin; single toxin components were inactive. The inhibition was reduced markedly if priming with LPS or MDP were carried out prior to exposure to toxin. O₂- release after stimulation by phorbol myristate acetate was not increased by priming, and pretreatment with toxin did not inhibit O₂- release after this stimulus. Evidently anthrax toxin inhibits the priming normally induced in PMN by bacterial products and necessary for full expression of antibacterial effects by these cells; inhibition of priming represents a new mechanism by which a bacterial toxin increases the virulence of the bacterium that produces it. (2).

Third annual report

The foregoing experiments were carried out with human PMN partially purified without exposure to LPS. Further purification of the PMN on Percoll gradients removed most remaining mononuclear cells and platelets, yielding PMN preparations approximately 98%
pure. We found that these PMN suspensions were not susceptible to priming by LPS; susceptibility was restored to a major degree by reintroduction of platelets, approximately 5 per PMN. Incubation of platelets, which had been isolated without LPS exposure, with LPS at concentrations of the order of 10 ng per ml released a soluble factor that produced priming responses in PMN of at least five-fold. The priming factor had properties of a labile protein, and did not resemble previously described mediators derived from platelets. It was non-dialyzable, did not pass an ultrafilter with 30,000 Dalton cut-off, and was precipitated by 40% saturation with ammonium sulfate. Activity of the crude filtrate was destroyed immediately at pH 5 or below; moderate activity was retained after brief exposure to pH 10. Efforts to extract priming activity in lipid solvents gave negative results. Anthrax toxin, previously shown to inhibit priming of PMN by LPS, also inhibited priming of PMN by platelet-derived priming factor, but had no evident effect on release of priming factor from platelets.

Evidently platelet-derived priming factor mediates a portion of the overall priming effect of LPS described previously, thereby modulating the level of $O_2^-$ generation by PMN.(3).
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